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607
SITE VISITS

313
COMMENTS

257
PARTICIPANTS

5,439
DATA POINTS

I. INTRODUCTION
The following provides an overview of the process 
and results of the Ocala Marion 2045 LRTP survey. The 
survey was conducted using MetroQuest, an online 
interactive survey software developed to maximize 
public participation, solicit informed input, and create 
actionable results while conveying information to 
increase project awareness. The survey was available 
online from June 19th, 2019 through September 4th, 
2019 and had 607 site visits, 257 participants, and 
313 comments, and 5,439 data points1  received.

1 A Data Point is any input given in any MetroQuest 
“screen” (i.e. one rating, one ranking, one comment; these 
are all considered as each their own separate data point).

Figure 1 illustrates participation levels over the 
course of the survey. Five MetroQuest “screens” 
were used as part of the survey including 
“Welcome, Goals & Objectives, Existing Conditions, 
Priorities, and Stay Involved.” Appendix A 
includes the MetroQuest screens and Appendix 
B includes all the comments entered into one 
or more of the screens by participants.

As shown in Figure 1, public participation levels 
spiked four times, in late June, mid July, late July, 
and early August. All four spikes coincided with 
social media advertising and TPO and Marion 
County email blasts advertising the meetings, 
indicating the effectiveness of digital media as an 
outreach tool. The following sections detail the social 
media marketing efforts, the specific questions 
asked in the survey, and the public responses.

Figure 1. MetroQuest Participation Timeline
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II. MARKETING 
EFFORTS SUMMARY
A total of 12 advertisements were procured on 
social media over the course of the survey period. 
The total number of impressions, defined as 
number of times a piece of content was shown 
to a Facebook user, garnered via the promotional 
advertisements was just under 28,300. The average 
number of impressions by advertisement was 

more than 2,350. While not all people who were 
reached by the social media posts completed, or 
even viewed the survey instrument, this strategy 
certainly resulted in increases in survey responses.

A project website was also used to advertise the 
survey, with a link to the survey on the project home 
page at www.ocalamarion2045.com. In addition to 
the digital outreach, paper surveys were distributed at 
a series of six public workshops held in August 2019.

Figure 2: 2045 LRTP Website
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Figure 3: Goals and Objectives Average Rank

III. GOALS AND 
OBJECTIVES
Participants were asked which of the draft goals and 
objectives are most important to them. The goals 
were arranged in a random order and participants 
were asked to rank them in order of importance. 
Objectives under each respective goal were listed 
when participants clicked on any given goal, to 
clarify the meaning of the different goals. The 
purpose of this part of the survey is to gain input 
from participants as a factor that can be used by 
the LRTP Steering Committee, and ultimately the 
TPO Board, to weight the LRTP goals for application 
in the needs assessment and cost feasible plan 
development. Figure 3 illustrates the results of 
the Goals and Objectives ranking question.

Goals and Objectives 
– Key Findings
The Goal ranking results in the survey yielded a 
fairly modest distinction between the various goals 
in terms of average rank across all responses. The 
results depicted in Figure 3 are charted by average 
rank. If a goal was consistently ranked the most 
important goal, the average rank would be 1.00. 
The lower the average rank, then, the higher the 
importance of the goal, on average. The highest 
ranked goal, based on this analysis, is the Quality 
& Natural Places goal, with an average rank of 1.65. 
Second highest is the Optimize Existing System Goal. 
The next three goals in order of importance differ 
in rank by an average of 0.02, effectively making 
them more or less equal in importance, according 
to the survey results. These include Economic 
Development, Travel Choices, and Safety & Security. 
The sixth and final goal is the Community Needs 
goal, ranked lowest with an average rank of 2.23.
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IV. EXISTING 
CONDITION RATINGS
Participants were asked to rate the existing driving, 
walking, bicycling, and transit conditions on a scale 
of 1 to 5 (with “1” being the worst and “5” being the 

best). Questions were developed for driving, walking, 
bicycling, and transit conditions based on the unique 
needs and characteristics of each transportation 
mode; however, questions regarding general travel, 
infrastructure, connectivity, and safety were asked 
for all modes. Figure 4 through Figure 8 illustrate 
the results of the Existing Condition Rating.

Figure 4: Driving Conditions

General Driving Travel: Ease of commuting to and from work 
or school or traveling for personal errands.

Roadway Infrastructure: Traffic signal timing and coordination, 
roadway conditions such as potholes, grooved pavement.

Roadway Landscaping: Trees, shrubbery, and other green features along roadways.

Roadway Safety: Your feeling of personal safety when driving 
(dangerous roadways, intersections, crashes, etc.)

Roadway Visibility: Sight distance visibility, clarity of roadway signage.
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Figure 5: Walking Conditions

General Walking Travel: Ease of walking to and from work or school; or traveling for personal errands.

Walking Connectivity: Continuous sidewalks or other walking facilities without gaps in the network.

Walking Infrastructure: The presence and physical condition of 
sidewalks, crosswalks, shared-use paths, and trails.

Walking Safety: Your feeling of personal safety when walking 
(dangerous roadways, intersection crossings, etc.)
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Figure 6: Bicycling Conditions

Bicycle Connectivity: Continuous bike lanes or other bicycle facilities without gaps in the network.

Bicycle Infrastructure: The presence and physical condition of 
bike lanes, bike parking, shared-use paths, and trails.

Bicycle Safety: Your feeling of personal safety when biking 
(dangerous roadways, intersections crossings, etc.)

General Biking Travel: Ease of bicycling to and from work 
or school; or traveling for personal errands.
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Figure 7: Transit Conditions

General Transit Travel: Ease of taking transit to and from work or school; or traveling for personal errands.

Transit Safety: Your feeling of personal safety when waiting or riding public transit.

Transit Service: Routes that go directly where you need, without having to 
transfer. The amount of time it takes to get to your destination by bus.

Transit Stops: Transit shelters, signs, locations, conditions, and proximity to destinations.
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Existing Condition 
Rating – Key Findings
The following section provides a summary of the 
key findings as part of the Existing Condition Rating 
section of the survey.2 As described previously, 
the following findings are representative of the 
people who completed the survey and do not 
represent the entire population of Marion County.

• The top average scores for the existing condition 
rating exercise included General Driving 
Travel (3.5), Roadway Visibility (3.5), Roadway 
Landscaping (3.2), and Roadway Safety (3.2).

2 Existing Condition Ratings were based on a scale of 
1-5 (with “1” being the worst and “5” being the best).

Figure 8: All Modes (Average)

• The bottom average scores for the existing 
condition rating exercise included Transit Service 
(2.1), Bicycle Safety (2.2), Transit Stops (2.2), Bicycle 
Connectivity (2.2), General Biking Travel (2.3), and 
General Transit Travel (2.3).

As illustrated in Figure 8, and described above, 
existing condition averages related to motorized 
vehicle travel rated highest whereas conditions 
for transit and bicycles rated the lowest.
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V. IMPROVEMENT 
PRIORITY RANKING 
EXERCISE
Participants were asked to rank the importance 
of a range of transportation improvement types 
to meet Marion County’s future transportation 
system needs. Each participant ranked their top 
5 priorities in order of 1 through 5 with “1” being 
the most important and “5” being the least 
important (of the top 5). The following represent the 
improvement types that were ranked and Figure 
9 illustrates the results of the ranking exercise.

Freight Movement - Focus more investment on 
major roadways used for freight movement

Local Roadways - Focus more investment on local 
roadways including bicycle and pedestrian facilities

Improve Bike and Pedestrian - Improve bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities by expanding infrastructure 
and closing gaps within the existing network

New Bus Routes - Add new bus routes to roadways 
and areas that are currently underserved

New Roadways - Expand existing 
roadways or add new roadways

Existing Roadways - Improve roadways with 
operational strategies like signal timing, real 
time travel information, limiting left turns, etc.

Trails - Improve and expand the existing 
trail network in Marion County

Improve Existing Transit - Add more 
service to existing transit routes such as 
increasing the number of buses per hour

Priority Ranking Exercise 
– Key Findings 
The results depicted in Figure 9 are charted 
by average rank. If an improvement type was 
consistently ranked the most important goal, the 
average rank would be 1.00. The lower the average 
rank, then, the higher the importance of the 
improvement type, on average. As illustrated above, 
the majority of people ranked Existing Roadways and 
New Roadways as the most important improvement 
types for meeting the future transportation system 
needs of Marion County. Improvements related to 
Freight Movement, Trails, and New Bus Routes ranked 
lowest and Improvements to Existing Transit and Bike 
and Pedestrian facilities were ranked in the middle.

Figure 9: Improvement Priority Ranking Average
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34471 Ocala, FL

34481 Ocala, FL

34432 Dunnellon, FL

34482 Ocala, FL

VI. STAY INVOLVED 
(DEMOGRAPHICS)
Participants were asked to provide contact 
information as well as demographic information 
to help gain a broader understanding of which 

Figure 10: Home ZIP Code

audiences were being reached, as well as which 
audiences could be better served through additional 
public outreach. Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate 
the results of the Stay Involved (Demographic) survey.
Over 35 different home ZIP codes were recorded; 
Figure 10 illustrates participation for all home ZIP 
codes represented by more than one respondent.

34470 Ocala, FL

34476 Ocala, FL

34480 Ocala, FL

34474 Ocala, FL

34473 Ocala, FL

34491 Summerfield, FL
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34471 Ocala, FL

34470 Ocala, FL

34481 Ocala, FL

34432 Dunnellon, FL

Over 25 different work or school ZIP codes were recorded; Figure 11 illustrates participation 
for all work or school ZIP codes represented by more than one respondent.

Figure 11: Work or School ZIP Code

34482 Ocala, FL

34474 Ocala, FL

34476 Ocala, FL

34480 Ocala, FL

34491 Summerfield, FL

34473 Ocala, FL

34472 Ocala, FL

34420 Belleview, FL
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Figures 12 and 13 break down respondents by age and race, with a comparison to 
the age and race breakdown for Marion County in the 2010 US Census.

Figure 12: Age

Figure 13: Race/Ethnicity

Survey
Respondents

US Census
2010

13%

1%

20%

37%

29%
19%

17%

17%
21%

26%

Survey
Respondents

US Census
2010

83% 85%

17% 15%
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Demographics – 
Key Findings
The geographical breakdown of survey 
respondents, in terms of where they live, is fairly 
well dispersed, with 35 of 38 zip codes in Marion 
County represented by two or more survey 
respondents. For place of work or school, 25 of 
38 zip codes in the County are represented.

The age breakdown of survey respondents closely 
mimics the Marion County population, with the 
exception of two cohorts. The 51 to 65 year old cohort 
is over-represented in the survey by about fifteen 
percentage points, while the 18 or younger cohort is 
under-represented by about eighteen percentage 
points. This age imbalance is fairly commonplace 
in transportation planning studies, but efforts 
have been made since the survey to reach out 
more to younger populations through additional 
social media and school outreach channels.

The race breakdown of survey respondents, 
simply categorized as White Caucasian vs Non-
white, even more closely resembles the 2010 
population in Marion County, with a slight over-
representation of Non-white residents.

VII. SURVEY COMMENTS
In addition to pre-scripted questions in the 
Metroquest survey, respondents were given the 
opportunity to provide comments at every step 
of the survey process. More than 320 comments 
were provided, ranging from general comments 
about the existing condition of the Marion County 
transportation system to very specific comments 
about safety, mobility, and operating issues at 
the segment and intersection levels. Several 
summaries of the comments are provided in 
Figures 14 and 15 below, categorized in different 
ways. Figure 14 depicts a categorical summary 
of the comments, including general and facility-
specific comments, with the largest share of the 
comments related to pedestrian/bicycle issues 
(25%), followed by roadway operational issues 
(21%), followed by public transit issues (18%). Figure 
15 summarizes by facility, including only facility-
specific comments. The most commented facilities 
include SR 40 (19%), SR 200 (18%), US 41 (16%) and 
I-75 (13%). Finally, Figure 16 narrows the categorical 
summary of comments to those that are facility-
specific, indicating that as they pertain to specific 
facilities, the most commented issues are roadway 
operations (39%), pedestrian/bicycle (19%), and 
safety (16%). Appendix B lists all 327 comments 
submitted by respondents, organized by type.

Figure 14: Comments by Type

Pedestrian

25%

Roadway 
Operations

21%
Transit

18%

Safety

14%

Environment

12%

Aviation

5%

Roadway
Capacity

2%

Freight

2% Security

1% Tech/Innovation

0.4% Tourism

0.4%
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Figure 16: Facility Specific Comments by Type

Figure 15: Comments by Facility

Safety
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10%
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4%
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APPENDIX A - METROQUEST SURVEY SCREENS
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APPENDIX B - METROQUEST COMMENTS
PED/BIKE
Urban Design- what does the sense of place for the pedestrian (the person spending money) feel like Transit options, BRT/
trackless trams for long distance to connect Ocala, the Shores, Belleview, the Villages, and toward Sunrail.  Regional 
connections.  And those little carts that look like mini buses.  allow them to be circulators in our urban areas

Our small community does not need or want a new super highway that will destroy our 
rural way of life.  More bike paths along school roads would be nice.  

Very dangerous for bike commutes. 

Few more crosswalks would stimulate walking with residential areas in town reducing sprawl.

On the major arterial roads, the highspeed limits and lack of mid-block crosswalks makes it feel dangerous to be a pedestrian. 

Walking is very dangerous.  No protection at all.  No sidewalks, bike paths, street lights or neighborhood roads without potholes.

Design roads for the speed intended, use complete streets, build bike/ped infrastructure.   Statistics show that 
if the protected and landscaped bike/ped infrastructure is there then people will use it.  Here, no one walks 
because they are like Frankenstein’s monster, they want to live.  Wide Right Of Ways and stroads built like freeways, 
along with no trees and a history of huge setbacks has made this place ugly and dangerous by design. 

There are some places where the sidewalk just ends. 

There are some places where the sidewalk ends and some where there is no sidewalk at all.

Many sidewalks are uneven and not trimmed overhead. Also there aren’t enough sidewalks in general

Love the Rails to Trails at Santos! Just needs a bathroom at the SR 200 end!

Walk from bestbuy to bed bath and beyond.  You’ll have to cross a total of at least 12 lanes of traffic, traffic is doing 
45-55mph through there, the right of way is wide and the buildings are so far from the street.  If you don’t die of 
heat stroke or being run over then you deserve a medal from the Mayor. And a medal of navigation for making 
it through the seas of parking just to get to the pedestrian death zone.  Ocala and it’s love for the car. 

I live on the NE section of MC near Silver Springs.  There are no neighborhood sidewalks or bike paths.

I live and work downtown and the sidewalks are awful and end in random places. 

Fill sidewalk gaps more often.  Why rip out a segment but leave another segment, especially when the part ripped out is the 
high and dry place people could stand on when waiting for a bus - now they have to stand in the mud and puddles of water.

Fill in more sidewalk gaps, especially along critical roads - and finish off them as well - 
extend 1/2 down the road then stop - forcing people into the road?

Nice network of “ribbon” walkways at Heathbrook Hills and Fore Ranch, but not a good connector.  Also, would 
be nice to incorporate park with rest stop/bathrooms south of Racetrac gas station, for walkers.

Nothing in my area to encourage walking.

Almost anywhere you drive in this county you can see sidewalk gaps or simply sidewalk ending or no sidewalk 
at all and you see a goat trail along the side of the road.  that trail is from people trying to walk so much 
that the grass died.  Just look at the maps of our sidewalks, for the sidewalks actually recorded....

There are some places where the sidewalk just ends and leaves you walking on the side of a busy road.

You’re establishing California style bike lanes but the drivers here need to be educated and tested 
on how to treat bike lanes. They are not passing lanes and most space was taken from right turn 
lanes and I see a lot of infractions and safety issues because people don’t understand.

Cycling here has to be similar to cycling in the world of mad max.  No infrastructure, no network, 
no trees, few bike lanes, Cyclists have to stay to the side at intersections. 

Drivers in Ocala have little respect for cyclists. no bike lanes make cycling extra dangerous

I am threatened every time I try to ride in the lanes.

There is a generational lack of understanding of bike lanes, their use, the rules, and safety of all drivers of bikes, cars, and trucks.  
Bikers need to understand that for a time, they need to be hyper vigilant  about their surroundings and others around them.

I would love to be able to bike to work, but people treat the new bike lines on Baseline Rd like turn lanes and I don’t want to die.

Bike lanes are similar to those in California but seem narrower (ie: NE 14th Street and NE 8th Ave.)  Also, since the city 
borrowed the right lane on NE 8th Avenue as a bike lane and changed busy street from 2 lanes to 1, it’s sometimes 
difficult to turn left (South) from NE 9th Street onto 8th.  Because of the entertainment complex at Tuscawilla’s 
entrance being there, I think a traffic signal is warranted.  Aldo, since reducing NE 8th Avenue to a single lane, many 
more commercial vehicles, including 18 wheelers, are using my street, NE 10th Avenue as a bypass and exceed the 
30mph residential speed limit.  I would like a speed bump installed as a deterrent. Drivers used to NE 8th Avenue 
being 2 lanes don’t observe the bike lane and still use it for passing and right hand turns.  Otherwise, good job!
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Many roads still lack bike lanes or some sort of bike boulevard designation.

Show us a map of bicycle connectivity.  When you cannot provide one then your 
question is answered.  I’d give these 0 stars but that isn’t an option.

Bonnie Heath, 42nd St, 8th Ave are all excellent for bike traffic. SR 40, US 441, and SR 200 ARE NOT. These roads all need bicycle lanes.

Bike facilities are lacking for sure.  Fill in the gaps, and connect the existing routes at least.

What bike lanes, etc. They only seem to be on the state’s roads – nowhere else - and those are 
risky with the higher speeds better separate/mark - don’t reduce the speeds.

I’m seeing more of these (bike lanes) proliferate but it’s not enough. People here are not kind to people on bicycles. 
They do not like to share the road and are often unaware that bicycles follow all of the same traffic rules.

Santos Trail rocks...but needs to be finished or have a bathroom installed at the SR 200 end.

While Santos has a great option, it’s only 15 miles. That leaves many of us out.

Every transit stop should have a safe sidewalk towards it and a crosswalk nearby.

I would like to bike commute but a lack of lanes stops me. 

Need more multipurpose trails so that people can bike to grocery store, bank, exercise etc.  less car use. 

Living in Rainbow Spring I use the walking trail. Have to drive to stores

No shade, and oddly placed crosswalks don’t help people who want/need to walk.

There are no sidewalks in my area- and because we are the “poor part of town” one 
would have to trudge through trash to get anywhere. I do not walk.

No sidewalks

I don’t live in Citra. The only stores close to me that I could walk to are along US 301 and it does not have 
pedestrian accommodations and the people speed on the side streets so I wouldn’t walk anywhere.

Not enough sidewalks or wide enough shoulders to walk or bike.  The High School road in Dunnellon 
should have a wide shoulder for students and teachers who bike or walk to school.

Depending on where you live, walking to work or school is most likely not possible. In other areas 
there needs to be improvement of sidewalk availability and maintaining sidewalks.

Newer roads are better but the older roads are severely lacking. Sidewalks at hammett bowen need 
to be installed as kids are walking in grass or on the roadway to get to the cross walks

Florida and the few sidewalks we have are not lined with trees or shade.  Combine that with the 
wide lanes and extra wide Right of Way.  No way is walking comfortable or easy here. 

We need better sidewalks/ bike lanes

Not enough sidewalks!

Lack of sidewalks for walking, biking, and Segway.

There are no walking paths in my neighborhood

Needs improvement - shade for routes would be good too.

On us 41 the new road in 2024 should have bike lane instead of sidewalks as in the plan people do not walk to Walmart

If it isn’t safe to walk then it isn’t safe to bike.  Only a small % of cyclists will ride in the unprotected bike lanes. It’s 
not safe out there on the extra wide roads built for freight or whatever the intent was, and that is where you actually 
find a bike lane. Not too many of them here.  No trees so the ride is even more sweaty than it needs to be.(Cyclists-
people going to a real place, work/schoo/shopping.  not those in spandex and training for exercise or events).

Need more bike lanes

Need better bike lanes

My comments on biking are the same as walking .....not to be done unless you risk life and limb.

Lanes could be built off busy roads and reducing sprawl would make it easier to bicycle or walk to work or shopping.

(Bicycle facilities) need huge improvement

The only path I know of is Santos. I’d love to see a path on 40 and down 19. Connecting 
Alexander to Juniper (and other) springs would be awesome.

Depends on where you live (bicycle infrastructure).  Newer areas seem to have 
pretty good conditions but older areas well not too good
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I notice far more bike zones in the roadways.  Now we need advertising because older people who may not 
understand biking as a mode of travel do not know how to respect the space you’ve created.  They drive in it, they 
drive through it, they kill people.  Time to advertise in “older people magazines” and TV (I am 67 so I am not being 
disrespectful, I am pointing out a generational problem that you need to overcome that requires resources)

We lack bike lanes and I will be quite hesitant to ride a bicycle to work, even though it is very easy for me to 
do so. Again it is related to how people choose to drive with carelessness and a lack of respect.

Where cyclist or walkers come close to the road or the trails are built on the right of ways, there should 
be a barrier from the cars. How about solar pathways that will light at night or dusk.

If it were more convenient for people to bike and walk we would have a healthier community. 

We need a true network for protected bike infrastructure.  the few bike lanes we have are unsafe 
and no novice or even somewhat capable rider is going to try their luck on them.

TRANSIT
Public transit

I would like to see more buses or trains.

We need to optimize our mass transit from buses to trains.  Private auto travel will 
be reduced in the future and mass transit will be the mode

Most of our transit stops are out in full sun and weather elements. For those who rely on public transportation, 
they are exposed and the first thing I think of our our young children and senior citizens

I don’t see a lot of (bus) shelters.

NON-EXISTENT (transit) how there ISN’T a bus system going up and down 200 is beyond me

There should be covered stops here.  You want people to ride transit to real places like work or school, 
they need protection from the elements if they’re going to get caught standing out there

Transit conditions look horrid with blazing sun in summer and few areas for seating if waiting 
for busses. Needs encouragement with  more communication to residents.

(Transit) not sufficient

Don’t see many (bus) shelters

Transit conditions look horrid with blazing sun in summer and few areas for seating if waiting for busses.

I gave it (transit infrastructure) one star - but it doesn’t even deserve that. No covers, no benches or places to lean, 
and you have to stand in mud/puddles, etc. (especially after the sidewalk is removed and never replaced).

Marion County doesn’t have general transit in my area. Why not?

Marion County doesn’t have general transit in my area.

Again, I couldn’t give “0” stars. A stop is right where I live and right where I work - they are 1 mile apart (no shade up 
hill walk on major highway) - but to go the one mile, I have to go all the way downtown and back to get there.

Bring passenger trains to Ocala. It would help the economy, especially downtown&events.

I don’t live where transit is available

Not for me (transit). Sorry, we could not calculate transit directions from “Home ...

Otow provides transit as well as Marion transit. what about a rail system thru Ocala

Need improvement (transit)

The bus service is extremely limited here.

We need real bus stops in Ocala!

Really don't know (transit).  Suntran has never been a reasonable option for me.  

Haven’t used transit. Would love to have a user-friendly transit/trolley linking Churchhill 
Square Shopping Center with Downtown and Tuscawilla Park

No transit in my area!

Marion County doesn’t have general transit in my area.

When you’re within city limits it is probably a lot easier (transit). However outside of the city limits, challenging.

Some people can take it (transit).   Maybe the flex routes will be nicer when that is up and running but they aren’t 
advertising it to the residents.  I live in a “future flex route area” and haven’t heard it.  Though I believe I’d be on the blue 
route flex and that would make my 6 minute drive to work probably closer to an hour transit ride.  That first and last 
mile seems to be a killer in the transit here.  For those that have transit options.  Still aren’t seeing any west of 75
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We don’t have metro or trains

No transit that I know of in Dunnellon.

Ease is NOT the term (transit).  When a one-way trip takes an hour because you have to go downtown first - is NOT efficient.

Marion County doesn’t have general transit in my area.

There is almost no public transportation, at least in Dunnellon and other smaller cities. This needs improvement.

Service should really aim for 7 days a week with a bus every 15 minutes on peak and every half an 
hour off-peak.  Lack of connections to intercity transportation is another challenge.

Ease? if walking over a mile to the nearest bus stop constitutes "ease" 

I am retired so I answer this from the perspective of an older retired individual.  My over 55 community provides a fair 
system to get around and outside the community for personal needs.  I do not see a lot of elder service vans that you see 
in many other larger cities... and it could be that my community fulfills that need through its own transit system.

There should be a priority to work with the FDOT, CSX and Amtrak to get passenger rail service back on the S-line serving Ocala.

Rail transportation with connections to other cities.

Provide connections to Rail (Amtrak, SunRail, Brightline/Virgin TrainsUSA)

If buses are typically less than half full, perhaps more smaller,user friendly buses, 
particularly in areas where there is a lot of on/off traffic.

Increasing the schedule so the buses run on Sunday

Consider alternative transit patterns other than a hub/spoke only arrangement.

Higher frequency transit would be nice.

Deplorable (transit)

Add park and Rest Stop/Rest Rooms south of Racetrac on 200 close to Market Street.  Nice 
walks for Heathbrook Hills and Fore Ranch could converge here.

SW Ocala could use bus transportation

Change the bus services so that it can run on sundays as well

There is no service on the SW quad of Ocala!

Improve use of rail system for movement of passengers and freight. Rail and use right-away with freeways and existing track. 

AVIATION
Airport

Upgrade airport for human travel on commercial airlines.

Airport

Get us a major airport.

The Ocala airport needs to be expanded so commercial airlines can land.

Upgraded Airport for human travel by commercial carriers.

Passenger airport

We need an airport in Ocala. Too far to Orlando, Sanford or Tampa and traveling 
from Gainsville is ridiculous. Need major hub airport here.

The Ocala airport should allow commercial airlines, if it needs to be expanded then that 
should be reviewed, Orlando, Tampa and Gainsville take quite a while to reach.

Airline service

Does this objective (Travel Choices) include intercity travel choices?  Ocala in the 
last 40 years has lost both rail and commercial air service.

Need commercial plane service at Ocala.

My experience is only with car, ride share, and plane.  Ride Share into the airport is affordable and although there is a change of 
vehicles from Ocala to Orlando, it is reasonable.  I wish Ocala would expand the airport to include some of the smaller commuter 
airlines that can barely keep up with jet Blue and Southwest.  If you expanded the airport so carriers like Spirit Air and Frontier 
could take off, land, and develop their own hubs, you would get a ton of business.  These airlines purchase a lot of the older, 
smaller models that could be doable in the space you have.  You should look at the statistics of how many “unaccompanied 
minors” fly in and out of Orlando daily.  The multiply that by 1.5 and you could get a rough idea of how many people would 
come just to visit their aging grandparents who are driving to and from Orlando to pick them up and bring them back.
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ENVIRONMENT
Sustain the Quality of our Aquifer.

Quality of our Aquifer to not be interrupted

Save our Rural NW County to breed horses & cattle

Complete cross Florida bike trail on greenways

Leave us alone.  We don’t want any more growth. The more development we get, the more ugly and expensive it is to live here.

Stop all this development

Minimize transient traffic crossing through the area. Many developments and major roads focus only on the immediate vicinity, 
and the impact on increased traffic to the peripheral roads are neglected, and unfunded. The increased traffic is a burden to 
the area, and the costs remain unfunded.  Developers are subsidized, and environmental deterioration is made worse.  

Because of the robust economy, unfortunately, our rural environment is quickly changing as landowners sell to 
become retired millionaire and developers go from 30-60 courses a year to 30 or more a month.  There should be 
incentives for landowner’s and farmers to continue to maintain and utilize (and contribute) the land, or as a county, 
we should think about acquiring a percentage for green space.  Otherwise we will look like Orlando Central and 
before you know it we will have a theme park just outside of “old town” downtown Ocala.  (can you see it?)

One of the main attractions of Marion County is it’s natural beauty, which can be preserved by improving the existing systems.

The environment is my number one priority.  If we do not protect the water, air, and land we are not protecting ourselves.

Residents’ voices should be heard first, realizing the importance of drinking water, and the damage caused by new roads and growth.

I moved here from Pinellas to enjoy nature and horse country wide open spaces and farmland with retirement.

The community needs to maintain “ horse capital of the world” it is beautiful!

Protecting the natural and farm environment should be the primary long-term goal. Development that impinges on these 
areas is not desirable and will adversely affect the quality of life in Marion County. At the same time, improvements to 
transportation in the areas of mass transit options and making existing roads and highways more efficient will help the 
underserved residents as well as visitors and locals without “breaking the bank” through tax hikes or tax breaks to developers.

We need to keep in mind always our natural resources and waterways like Rainbow Springs and the Rainbow River.

Complete 4 lanes of SR 40 and US 41 with underpasses for wildlife transit.

Stop already with all this development. It makes things worse. The more we grow, the uglier 
our county gets. And the more expensive and unpleasant for those living here.

More traffic is unsafe, particularly where freeways do not exist, and are not wanted. Maintaining farmland is 
essential, and sprawling growth unconnected to a central sewerage system is unsafe for water.

Highway 40 from rt326 to 60th street needs something in the median strip road as made ugly from the past tree lined road

Could be much better. They recently removed beautiful old oaks to widen a road. 
(unncessary btw) and could have left them standing in the median.

I don’t see much landscaping. Unless you count the beautiful live oaks.

Obviously power lines shouldn’t be in danger, but native and existing plants should be encouraged to grow along roadsides.

Please do something about all the trash! You could save thousands of dollars with all the free labor that we have 
sitting in the jail and prison. I’m sure some of those folks would love to work to get some gain time.

Street trees would be nice. -pedestrians might actually walk if it wasn’t 100 degrees and no shade. The roads are designed 
like freeways, wide lanes and no trees or landscaping.  sign my say 35 but the road says 65 and unwalkable.

Don’t plant if you are not going to spend the money to maintain it. Then it becomes a waste of money. It made me so mad when 
there were beds installed on either side of Pine south of the train trestle. Lots of times they looked terrible because of weeds, etc.

I would say one of the most beautiful things about Ocala/Marion County is our scenery. The embellishments along 
the roadways in different areas… Very nice and makes traveling pleasant. I realize within city limits… Deep in the city, 
can’t be difficult. However, I’ve been to other cities in which placement of businesses have zero rhyme or reason...Our 
community has done very well! I am sure we can always look for places to beautify as we should never settle for less

Would love to find a way to do wildlife underpasses along 40.

And where necessary animal wildlfie crossings

Keep bicycles away from autos. I have experience with bicyclists taking chances as well as auto drivers negligence.

Ease of travel and quality environment will bring more economic development with 
lower costs to citizens and secure a safe, reliable, friendly community.

There is a constant fight between green space and routes heaving your sidewalk up in pieces.  Not sure how you balance those out.
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OTHER
Do not overpopulate existing communities

Get rid of the threat of eminent domain

Get rid of the threat of eminent domain & keep transit people out of our NW County

Stop crazy street and bike lane changes.

I don’t bike for now - I don’t have a death wish.

Don’t ride

Bike lanes not the best way to spend limited funds

Live in rural nw and have no problem traveling to Ocala

Rush hour congestion but most of the time if no accidents, no problem

Crazy street changes....stop already!

Hwy 484 from Ocala to Dunnellon across the Rainbow river conjestion needs to be addressed when school is in 
session. the light at Williams street and Pennslvania backs up from downtown across the rainbow river bridge.

For me, n/a. No stores etc for several miles and I’m quite ok with that.

No comment. I live out in the country

I live in the country, no walking

I work about 20 miles from where I live. Wouldn’t bike.

It is my impression that cyclists are largely catered to in this area.

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

Don’t ride bus

It would take some cars off the road.

I know nothing about public transit in Marion County.

Waiting looks isolated from buildings/ safety, but I do not use public transit at this time.

Traffic at BT school during morning commute is ridiculous

Marion is a rural county and one would hope will remain so, which makes walking somewhat irrelevant. In some towns, walking is 
downright dangerous. Downtown Ocala is nicely laid out and walkable, but would benefit from more city parking areas (garages).

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

Don’t use (transit) do cannot comment.

Can’t comment as I don’t use buses etc.

Have not used the transit in Marion recently

Have not used Marion County Transit recently

Presently don’t use transit.

I don’t use buses etc

Don't use (transit) so don't know.

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

It’s the best of times and the worst of times.  We are now a society that must watch around 
us.  All the time.  No matter where we are.  We must be aware of our surroundings.

Our commute times have doubled.

The transportation needs of the future cannot be developed by maintaining or trying to upgrade current 
antiquated systems.  We should look to our niche market and ensure that we have the transportation options 
that continue to attract money to be spent in our county through business ownership or trade.

Should be contained.  Too many central urban areas can be used with existing roads. Developers should not be subsidized.

Don’t forget about those of us on the Lake border...we pay taxes too and would love to see stuff down our way.

Tax dollars should be spent on infrastructure not landscaping.

I Commute 35 miles each way to work. Piece of cake most days. Even the Villages isn’t 
that bad except not all visitors can figure out ‘rotors’ aka circle jerks.

Transportation services on Sunday 
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Living in the outskirts of Marion County we have no transportation. I would hope this would be considered, as a trial first 
and if all goes well a new system to provide transportation for those on the outer perimeter of Marion County.

Suntran

Don’t do it.  The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and expecting different results.  We know by studying 
organization that we cannot change the paradigm by placating a percentage of people who want what’s familiar and 
comfortable for them.  Bite the bullet and go wild.  You might not see another economic climate like this to help leverage 
expensive changes for decades so take full advantage of it while you can.  Don’t do death by committee...(wink wink)

Expanded future development, even within zoning, exceeds funding for road systems, and each 
new business or subdivision increases pressure on the barely adequate status quo.

I’m a safe and cautious driver. I use local roads so have no need for toll roads.

Omg - naming of roadways in Marion is ridiculous.  Why does each road have so many names - 441, 301, Pine Ave for example. 
And why is everything Street Road???  And get GPS mappping updated and correct in neighborhoods and communities

Depends on where you live.  Some bike lane IMHO interfere with traffic

As an equestrian, I’ve noticed that we are not acknowledged as recreational users in a serious way, as the cyclists are even 
though it’s been proven over and over that we are every bit as much or more of an economic impact in this area. We have lost 
so many peaceful trails in Ocala that got paved to become road cyclist and skateboard playgrounds. It’s quite disappointing.

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

I do not use public transportation so I’m giving a neutral rating because I do not know how well we do here in this specific factor.

Don’t use (transit) so don’t know.

You’ve got to make sure you are serving your residential needs first. After all it’s your tax base.

Clean up all the blight.

Want to see more horse trails open d up to Driving carriages .. not just horseback

Would like to see some acknowledgement that equestrians have right of way on the roads too.  Ocala is known as a HORSE 
town, not a BIKE town. There are plenty of BIKE towns in FL.  We don’t need more roads or bike trails. We need more beautiful 
settings and quiet country living, and less emphasis on rezoning so that the TPO can get their hands on more money.

The disparity is massive

Route 200 is quickly becoming difficult to traverse during peak hours for workers/commuters.

Other Modes of Transportation

Need to consider the aging population, they will need more options to doctors and facilities.

Landscaping is good.  But don’t plant the big trees in the center - put small ones in the center with big ones on the side - 
that way they shade sidewalks and if they fall or drop a limb at times, it won’t automatically block some of the lanes.

ROAD OPS/SYSTEM PRESERVATION
Stop crazy street and bike lane changes. Stop with the 4-way stops, you are driving the driving public crazy

We really need to improve the existing roads I-75 and US 19 before creating urban sprawl in north central Florida

Access management is key.  Stop giving everyone a driveway on the strip commercial highways. it’s ridiculous

I75 needs to be improved and more FHP patrols

We do not need new highways, we need improvements to existing roads in the Dunnellon 
area like HWY 41,484 and 40 West. we do not need new highways.

Optimize what we have, do not increase traffic by removing automobile lanes.

Improving the existing roads and infrastructure would help with the flow of traffic and congestion.  
In Dunnellon, there is a section of Rt 20 near Rt 41 where the train overpass is too narrow and 
causes flooding.  There should be a shoulder along the road instead of a curb.

Potholes everywhere, inclines to get off the highway (you have to use a highway to get to any commercial in this town 
because strip commercial is the only way here) you scrape your car trying to get in and out. of all the driveways.

There are roads with turn arrows that should allow yielding when the arrow is not green. That 
would help improve flow in places where traffic must wait through an entire cycle.

36th Ave around the railroad is bad, as well as the intersection at the Indian Cultural center

Traffic lights on 200 need to be synced better. 

Please work on signal timing. Some lights only let a couple of cars go through before they change. I have actually sat 
through three red lights at 27th ave and 40. There are many others throughout the county that are the same way.
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The pot hole issue is awful and need re-paving instead of just worthless patching.

It seems we could have a coordianted effort with all out traffic signals not just downtown Ocala.

Signaltiming... and please address the length of the yellow lights along 60th between 27 and 200, horse trailers cannot stop in time. 

Many county roads are in need of resurfacing.

Traffic signal timing illogical and unrealistic.

Many of our county’s residents are pulling horse trailers, and in some instances the light 
system doesn’t allow for adequate stopping or getting through the light.

Road change at Hwy 27 & NW 160 is bad. Having to turn left from CR 316 instead of 160 is dangerous. Can't see traffic coming. 

Stop relying on the public to notify you of issues, there are enough city employees 
traveling the streets to recognize and report most issues if they would?

A light is needed at Rainbow Lakes Estates Blvd & SR41 ... also close the closest 
exit at the BP before someone gets killed.  Major problem.

There is too much pressure to build toll roads and not enough money spent on present road repair or improvement.

Many roads in Dunnellon are in poor condition.  There should be large shoulders along the 
roads so people would feel safer biking/ walking to commute or exercise.

Instead of dumping hot top in hole it should be squared and rolled which is being done in Northern cities

Signal timing is off - you aren’t “doing the speed limit” from light to light - you have get up to speed, so you have to do 
10mph over the speed limit to get to the next light in time to get through - otherwise you get stopped at every light.

Suggest pressure washing and/or painting concrete components of I-75 bridging 
and adjacent roads and upgrading landscaping at connectors.

441 from Belleview to Ocala could use some additional landscaping for being a major artery.

You can’t maintain roads and sidewalks what makes you think you can maintain greenery?

SR 200 through Ocala looks terrible.

Extra wide lanes, no street trees, barely any sidewalks, few bike/pedestrian facilities, no on street parking.  Combine that racetrack 
feel of highway on every road with terrible access management, strip commercial, and terrible drivers.  oh, it’s not safe out 
there.  Design roads for the speed intended, fix the access management, provide protected multi-modal paths with landscaping, 
and use trees.  Also, do we need HUGE right of ways?  Let’s work on making them more compact so the area is walkable.

Green left turn arrow lights at all intersections.

Standing water after/during hard rains a problem on 

Question allowing left hand turns from and to Hwy SR200, and number of accesses from businesses along SR200.  Suggest 
not allowing or minimizing left turns, except at intersections, and providing more connecting drives, back routing.

Many signs are faded and many damaged from hurricane Irma & not repaired.  
Some missing all together (breakwater & tiger lakes blvd)

Some overgrowth of trees hiding signage, and problems with fences obstructing oncoming traffic.

Need street lights in southeast Marion County.  Especially along 200 south of 75

Most of time feel this excellent, except in residential areas - especially the only exit from Shadow 
Woods on 38th St. The bushes need to be cut WAY BACK  so you can see.

You can see the signs, long straightaway drag strips lined with commercial and the tacky signs in the area. 

Tree/shrub maintenance to keep signs visible needs work!  And the nice new shiny pavements just 
turn into mirrors when they get wet so you can’t see any stripping or where the lanes are.

As our residents age, we need better maintenance of lines etc. 

Street lights are insufficient around intersections - more lights in each direction to better light it - but they don’t 
have to be major high power lights - light the immediate space/location, not the entire neighborhood

Traffic lights not synced so you get stopped always.  And everyone gets a commercial driveway 10 ft from the last driveway.  stop and 
go and stop and go and stop and go.  that’s Ocala driving.  Fix the traffic lights and access management and traveling would be easy 
here.  there are only 350,000 people here.  very low population but stop and go stop and go.  Take the right lane on 200 and make it 
acceleration and deceleration lane plus transit only.  that will help that crap highway.  6 lanes of congestion because of bad design

SW Marion county to downtown needs more alternate roads. Designers need to observe how traffic 
backs up during rush hours and put in appropriate turn lanes and adjust timing on signals
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Some Tulane secondary roads are very congested during the most busiest points of the day (lunch hour, morning traffic, and 
evening traffic some two lanes secondary roads are very congested during the most busiest periods of the day (lunch hour, 
morning traffic, and evening traffic).  Further, traffic lights… The timing on some of the traffic lights in relation to congestion 
needs to be improved significantly. I do not know if these lights are out dated and maybe that is the need to improve 
efficiency… A serious look at doing something with the timing of traffic lights may be an easy and economical solution.

Roads and many intersections are 20+ years old or behind needs

Access Management and Traffic Light Sync/timing.  Long lights make for terrible pedestrian climate.

You look the road in fl. highland road there lake when rain and safe for kids walk pave road for school bus.

Until existing county roadways can be made safe and maintain why continue to build 
new roads that take $$ away from maintenance of existing roads.

This tollroad nonsense, I follow the money. It’s being driven by the wrong people. Improve the roads we have. Leave 
the rural areas alone, that is unless you want to turn into California sprawl. Saw that happen firsthand

Please address existing roads and bridges in and around Dunnellon specifically HWYS 484, 41, 40.

Why spend billions acquiring right of ways and thru adverse possession when the 
existing infra structure could be improved for millions and NO TOLLS!!!

Absolutely improve existing roadways, new roads are 100% NOT needed

17th St intersection with Pine Ave is terrible at rush hour. People coming out of Dunkin 
Donuts and Burger King should not be able to turn left...way too dangerous!

Too much sprawl increases cost of infrastructure and road repair as well as safety and emergency services.

SAFETY
Improve safety by installing left hand turn arrows. Improve traffic flow by widening roads for more automobile lanes.

I think the biggest issue with traffic crashes truly belong to help people choose to drive. If we were all respectful to 
each other, I think we would see a tremendous difference. Maybe this is where there needs to be more education 
for young drivers. And a greater presence of law-enforcement. But I know that in itself is a huge budgetary 
challenge! Not every teenager goes through driver’s education or that fantastic program given by the Sheriff’s 
Department.  Again, I think there needs to be a greater emphasis on education and law-enforcement.

I say this with tongue in cheek considering my age but, old people drive scary... you MUST be on the defense.

Too many drivers weaving in and out of traffic lanes at high speeds

Many drive too fast for conditions, not enough LEOs to go around, how about red light cameras and other speed control.  Like Europe, 
your car going fast, the car get the ticket and it MUST BE PAID no matter who was driving. This should make the lawyers happy LOL

Aggressive driving, tailgaters and speed are the name of the game in Marion Cty. Even our police drive way too fast 
when not on emergency runs. I’ve witnessed police driving far too agressively. Set the example please.

Need more officers on 301/441

Too little control of speeders, road rage, red-light runners. I-75 is a nightmare and needs immediate 
(not 2045) change. Trucks in right lane only would help. FHP monitoring would help.

Avoid I75 and 200. People drive too fast and wild.

Not worried about road conditions but worried about detracted drivers

Turning from southbound 60th to eastbound 200 TOO MANY northbound drivers ignore the “no right turn” signage and light!

The US441 and US301 interchange North of Ocala needs a study done.  There has been various accidents there over the years.

301/441 is a zoo need mores patrols

I travel Rt 40 and 484 often.  I feel that many people drive way too fast on these roads and pass 
when it is not safe.  I am always on guard for a car heading toward me in my lane!

People drive crazy here. stop to turn right from left turn lane. stop to turn left from right 
lane. Speed to get to their appointment. Not give right of way to fire trucks.

There are some areas due to the road layout or where are structures are in place that it can be difficult to see clearly. I know outside 
of city limits there are areas where it might be strawberry and other things that make it difficult to see clearly. Safety issue.

Alternate solution for panhandlers instead of their working intersections would increase feeling of safety.

When walking on trails I feel safe...but not on the roads.

Goes with excess speeding should say texting as well, no matter what be on guard.

Walking can be dangerous, to your health and it goes along with cars speeding

Warm weather and ease of travel will be aided by more shade producing trees 
along transportation corridors to slow traffic as well as for safety
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200 is speedway

Safety while walking in terms of lighting depends on the area where you are walking or things I like 
to do, like running. Sometimes the lighting is really not that great and I do not feel safe.

Very dangerous for bike commutes.

On the major arterial roads, the highspeed limits and lack of mid-block crosswalks makes it feel dangerous to be a pedestrian.

Walking is very dangerous.  No protection at all.  No sidewalks, bike paths, street lights or neighborhood roads without potholes.

Design roads for the speed intended, use complete streets, build bike/ped infrastructure.   Statistics show that 
if the protected and landscaped bike/ped infrastructure is there then people will use it.  Here, no one walks 
because they are like Frankenstein’s monster, they want to live.  Wide Right Of Ways and stroads built like freeways, 
along with no trees and a history of huge setbacks has made this place ugly and dangerous by design.

There are places where there are no sidewalks and there definitely should be. SR 200, SW 27th Ave/475a, S. Pine, 17th St/
Maricamp/464. There are also places where the design of the crosswalk is actually hazardous. The intersection of 200 and SW 
27th Ave: rather than the crosswalks meeting at a 90 degree angle the crosswalk to cross 200 is actually around the corner 
on the other side of the pole. People who are turning right onto wb 200 cannot see the people waiting to cross 200.

Walk from bestbuy to bed bath and beyond.  You’ll have to cross a total of at least 12 lanes of traffic, traffic is doing 
45-55mph through there, the right of way is wide and the buildings are so far from the street.  If you don’t die of 
heat stroke or being run over then you deserve a medal from the Mayor. And a medal of navigation for making 
it through the seas of parking just to get to the pedestrian death zone.  Ocala and it’s love for the car. 

You’re establishing California style bike lanes but the drivers here need to be educated and tested 
on how to treat bike lanes. They are not passing lanes and most space was taken from right turn 
lanes and I see a lot of infractions and safety issues because people don’t understand.

Drivers in Ocala have little respect for cyclists. no bike lanes make cycling extra dangerous

I am threatened every time I try to ride in the lanes.

There is a generational lack of understanding of bike lanes, their use, the rules, and safety of all drivers of bikes, cars, and trucks.  
Bikers need to understand that for a time, they need to be hyper vigilant  about their surroundings and others around them.

I would love to be able to bike to work, but people treat the new bike lines on Baseline Rd like turn lanes and I don’t want to die.

We lack bike lanes and I will be quite hesitant to ride a bicycle to work, even though it is very easy for me to 
do so. Again it is related to how people choose to drive with carelessness and a lack of respect.

My comments on biking are the same as walking .....not to be done unless you risk life and limb.

If it isn’t safe to walk then it isn’t safe to bike.  Only a small % of cyclists will ride in the unprotected bike lanes. It’s 
not safe out there on the extra wide roads built for freight or whatever the intent was, and that is where you actually 
find a bike lane. Not too many of them here.  No trees so the ride is even more sweaty than it needs to be.(Cyclists-
people going to a real place, work/schoo/shopping.  not those in spandex and training for exercise or events).

FREIGHT
Restricting freight movement on Suncoast would preserve it as a scenic highway instead 
of creating another grimy transportation chute like I-75 is becoming.

Restricting freight movement on Suncoast would preserve it as a scenic highway instead of creating another grimy transportation 
chute like I-75 is becoming.   Anything to improve movement of trucks and autos on I-75 would be appreciated and save lives.

I would put both freight movement and new roadways as last if I could. Marion County is rural, and 
that is why people move here. If I wanted to live in a big city I would move to Orlando.

This is tricky because we need the commerce and that means larger trucks on the road all day and night... I know 
they are supposed to travel in the far right lane, but they don’t so maybe more restriction around lane driving.

Need extension of Suncoast Parkway to Ga. line and beyond for emergency egress during hurricanes.  Florida needs three ways out.

ROAD CAPACITY
Widen Hwy 41

SR 40 to 41 as well as SR41 should be 4 lanes.  

Add another lane, but do it quickly, get big crews in, no long construction builds

More emphasis should be placed on rail.  It is not to evacuate during a hurricane, and residents should shelter in place in 
county facilities.  Florida should use contra flow for evacuations consistent with existing examples in neighboring states.

Complete 4 lanes of SR 40 and US 41 with underpasses for wildlife transit.
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SECURITY
Suggest adding, “particularly during emergencies, such as hurricanes.”

Before we even consider travel and visitors, etc.  we need to ensure that our residents of Marion County can navigate it for work 
opportunities, general commerce, medical treatment, etc.  Remember the old Maine saying “if you can’t get there from here...” then 
you are not going anywhere.  This includes creative use of Uber, busses, train transportation, ride share, and telecommuting options.

TECH/INNOVATION
Well really this is a priority on a much larger scale than just transportation but this is a good opportunity to 
talk about innovative things like automated cars and how they will work on an 8 lane roadway etc.

TOURISM
Let’s face it.  We all need a level of tourism to bring dollars into our County to help keep our tax base reasonable 
considering the average age range within our county... That being said, we need to make sure people will come and 
stay in the County even though many attractions like theme parks etc. or more than an hour or two away.  So high 
speed affordable train and ride share systems can attract people who want to relax from the hustle in downtown 
Orlando or Tampa but can still get there for a day or two.  At the same time, we have to promote a level of tourism/
tourist attraction that says to folks (and their wallets) “hey stay here and do these wonderful things while relaxing in 
a beautiful country like environment and we will get you to Disney for a few days somewhere in between”.
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